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Change is coming,
and it’s on a scale
that can drive
confusion and
dysfunction unless
industries,
organizations, and
individuals are
prepared to tackle
new realities

Alternative Energy

Autonomous Vehicles

Climate Change

Smart Cities

High-Tech Construction
/ Advanced Materials

Policy & Funding

Future World Vision
Project Plan

Objectives:
1. Help engineers become bold
thought leaders
2. Design a path to envision and
optimize ecosystem
performance of the future
built environment
3. Focus on what’s important
for, and resonates with, those
who will build it (particularly
the next generation)
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Alternative Energy

Autonomous Vehicles

Perform rigorous future trends assessment,
wide-spectrum forecasting analysis and
determine key implications for civil engineering

Completed

2
Create a platform for future world
visualization and collaboration in a way that
will engage all vested players

High-Tech Construction
/ Advanced Materials

Discovery phase complete,
prototype phase underway
Policy & Funding

Final Trends for Examination
Future Scenario Project
◼

◼

Determine how changing
societal trends will affect
future infrastructure
◼

Emerging trends create
significant shifts

◼

Shifts are difficult for
engineers to anticipate –
and react to

Examine 6 key future
trends, identify key drivers
and uncertainties,
determine the impacts for
engineers and understand
how these trends converge
into different global
scenarios

Analysis Process
Year 10

Year 25

Year 50

Drivers / Trends
Uncertainties
Forecast Outcomes

Resulting Needs and the Realities of the Future Built Environment

Resulting Engineering and ASCE Roles and Partnerships

Resulting Engineering Capabilities and Skill Sets Required

Data Gathering and Analysis

Trend Outcomes and Possibility Space
Scenario creation relies on combining outcomes into a possibility space and
selecting a specific outcome for each individual trend.
Trend Outcomes

Key Trends
Climate Change
Alternative Energy
Generation
High-tech
Construction
Autonomous
Ground Vehicles
Future of Smart
Cities
Government/
Financial
Support

Extreme Sea Level Rise

Limited Impact

Distributed Energy

Rapid Rebuild
Infrastructure

Autonomous Urban Sprawl

Hyper-Efficient
Urban Core

Pay-for-Government

Severe Climate Change

cv Scarcity
Food and Water

Carbon Incentives

Limited Innovation

Protective Infrastructure

Driver-Based Sharing

Incremental
Progress

Population-Centric
Smart City

Absent Government

Infinite Energy

Rapid Evolving
Infrastructure
Ubiquitous, Autonomous
Public Transit

Personalized City

Equitable PPPs

Scenarios
Dispersed
Settlements
Progressive
Megacities
Unequal
Enclaves
Resilient Cities

We urgently need to help engineers:
• Prepare for resilience for extreme environments and
anticipate changes in demographics and urbanization

• Incorporate advances in materials, computing power,
technologies and engineering/ construction processes

Transforming
Civil
Engineering

• Embrace digital models and big data use, including
digital security, intelligent systems, autonomy and
virtual reality
• Understand system dynamics and nature of systems
engineering and systems integration

• Increase pace of innovation and lead in change, risk
management and ethics
• Create alignment and collaboration with varied
engineering disciplines and non-engineering partners
for non-traditional projects
• Attract new talent, continuously train and grow careers

Future Planning
Roadblocks
Confusing

Need new language and terminology – using today’s language will result
in planning for a future that looks like the present

Distant

Describing the melting of glaciers is critical to understanding the future
world, but stories that large in scale often feel overwhelming

Complicated

The future won’t develop linearly; need to factor in the series of
interrelated trends & system dynamics

Expensive

Planning for 2030 and beyond usually doesn’t generate 2019 benefits,
and the potential return on investment can often be unclear

Imagine being able to…

Create

Experience

Imagine

Create holistic, multidimensional worlds using
evocative visuals and
human narratives to
collaborate in virtual
space with real-time
interaction

Experience how civil
engineering is central to
creating plausible future
built worlds and use these
worlds to demonstrate the
human impact of trends

Imagine new ways to lead,
advocate, and educate in
the years to come by
bringing to life how
engineers make future
built environments a better
place to live

The Future World Vision Platform

An Immersive Storytelling
Experience
Combine the power of a 4D
environment with a powerful
narrative to immerse users inside 5
interactive CityWorld scenarios
Your Company Name

Narratives at the Macroand Micro-Scale
Experience the CityWorld at both
the human-centric street view and
the systems-based infrastructure
macro view

5 Fully Developed Future
Worlds
Explore pressing issues that engineers
face today and will face in the next 50
years: Mega City, Floating City, Rural
City, Frozen City and Off-Planet City

Emerging Evidence Validates Our CityWorlds

Everything we know about
Neom, a 'mega-city' project
in Saudi Arabia with plans
for flying cars and robot
dinosaurs
Business Insider, 9/21/2019

Amazon’s Expansive
Biodomes Get Their First of
40,000 Plants
Wired, 5/6/2017

Canada Tries a Forceful
Message for Flood Victims:
Live Someplace Else
New York Times, 9/11/2019

Maersk sends first container
ship through Arctic route
World News, 8/24/2018

Indonesia's capital city
isn't the only one sinking
CNN, 8/27/2019

Minecraft bridge wins ICE photo competition, Institution of Civil Engineers, September 23, 2019

SpaceX Has a Bold Timeline
for Getting to Mars and
Starting a Colony
Inverse, 7/3/2019
NASA Announces $100,000
Winners of Virtual 3DPrinted Mars Habitats
Space, 4/6/2019

FLOATING CITY EXAMPLE
1

1. Concept Art for Flooded Cityscape
2. Systems View of Interactive Prototype
3. Floating City Detail Concept Art
4. Concept Art for Floating City Overview
5. Visual Model of a City
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Your Company Name

3

4

5

Opportunities

Explore

Engage

Challenge

Explore pathways through
complex infrastructure of
a future world from your
computer and discover
the potential impacts of
converging trends on
society

Engage in a collaborative
workspace with people
from around the world, to
explore smart cities of the
future that are resilient in a
variety of climates, cultures
and political landscapes

Compete with others in an
online environment for
recognition of your team’s
innovative solutions to
today’s and the future’s
most pressing engineering
problems

Mega City Engineering Examples
• Optimization of land usage with dense, vertical
cities with connecting aerial infrastructures
• Structural elements that also act as conduit, sensor,
thermal controller and solar collector, where each
piece locks into place once contact is made with
its sensor-embedded, neighboring building block
• Modeling tools that compute material
specifications, the manufacturing process, the
dimensional definition and its lifecycle referenced
to the whole ecosystem
• Investigation of distributed self-sufficient power
generation from photo-voltaics to kinetic energy
capture using elevators to body heat harvesting of
its occupants

ASCE:
Civil and other
engineers, nonengineers and
government leaders

Collaborative
Partners:

Engineering and
technology companies,
industry and universities

Three Beneficiaries

Future
Engineers:
University programs or
curricula

Future World Vision’s Broad Impact
Inspire the Next Generation of
Engineers

Advance Cross-Disciplinary Thought
Leadership

Youth Engagement

A Common Language

Through exhibits and showcases, the
FWV will spark an interest in
engineering for children and young
adults

It allows users from different fields a
common language and set of
reference points to discuss future
challenges

Foster New Engineering
Innovation
Visual Starting Points
By starting with a fully fleshed
out city, users will be able to
critique, suggest modifications
and build their future vision off
an existing world

Public Interest

Systems Dynamics Viewpoints

University Class Projects

Capturing public interest in visions of
the future, the FWV will make the
engineering challenges of tomorrow
tangible to non-engineers

By showing different trend
interactions that drove these worlds, it
will give users concrete examples of
how a cross-functional view will be
necessary going forward

By integrating into the
educational curricula for
colleges, the FWV will support
creativity and visionary thinking
in budding engineers

